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Background and Motivation



Coupled Climate Model Simulations

All natural phenomena are inherently coupled processes! [1]

# Resolution of scale separation and stiff scale interactions

# Overcoming restrictions on convergence and stability

# Adapting to advances in numerical algorithms and computational

architectures

# Can we systematically remove ad-hoc approximations in coupled climate

models and attain regime-independent solution strategies ?

# Availability of large computational resources motivate better resolution of

characteristic scales; But when does coupling become the bottleneck ?
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Coupled Climate Model Simulations

Climate problem is a complex puzzle, with competing needs

# Accurate scale resolving numerical coupling algorithms

# Scalable computational implementations for shorter time-to-solution

# General interface abstractions for extensible plug-and-play workflows

# Unproductive to re-invent; Adopt re-usable component designs

Numerical approximation vs Computational efficiency vs Abstractions 2



Coupled Climate Models

‘All models are wrong, but some are useful’ – George Box

# Coupler is at the heart of global Climate models; 1-degree separation.

# Temporal stability and accuracy: Atmospheric physics/dynamics coupling

# Spatial accuracy and consistency: Field coupling at model interfaces [2]

Courtesy: Kaitlin Alexander and Steve Easterbrook 3



Spatiotemporal Coupling

Is temporal scale resolution sufficient ?

# What do we lose with splitting in under-resolved regimes ?

# Are these schemes consistent and convergent ?

# Is it possible to use parameterizations that are grid-independent ?
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Spatiotemporal Coupling

Current state of art: Offline-Online model

Imposes severe bottlenecks in the workflow

Software tools

# ESMF-RegridWeightGen: Bilinear, higher-order patch, first-order

conservative, and two types of nearest neighbor interpolations.

# TempestRemap: Arbitrary order conservative and consistent remapping

with monotonicity, between FEM and FDM/FVM field discretizations

[3, 4].

# ncremap: Optionally re-use ESMF or TempestRemap with specific

support for NetCDF files

# MCT: The Model Coupling Toolkit consumes the offline weights and

interfaces with models to abstract communication of data
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Consistent Spatial Coupling
Schemes



Spatial Coupling Challenges

Multi-mesh solution transfer is a complex process

# Ensure conservation of critical quantities in a given norm

# Maintaining discretization accuracy during solution transfer

# Scalable implementations for point or element location, computation of

mesh intersections and projection operators.

# Resolution and field aware remapping

# Dynamic load balancing for optimal performance in coupling algorithms
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Spatial Coupling Algorithms

Depending on whether (global or local) conservation is important, several

consistent algorithmic options exist [5].

# NC/GC: Solution interpolation approximations

1. NC: (Approximate or exact) nearest neighbor interpolation

2. NC: Interpolation with consistent discretization bases

3. GC: Interpolation with consistent discretization bases and re-normalization

# GC/LC: Embedded FEM/FD/FV meshes or super/master-mesh workflows

# GC/LC: L2 or H1 projection

1. GC: High-order quadrature integrators for smooth solution fields

2. LC: Intersection-based integrators to ensure coupling consistency [6]

NC: Non-conservative GC: Globally-conservative LC: Locally-conservative
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Spatial Coupling Algorithms

# To conserve or not to conserve ?

# Offline vs Online ?

# Serial vs Parallel ?

Courtesy: Xiangmin Jiao [7]
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Spatial Coupling Algorithms

L2 Minimization

min
u

∫
(f (u)− g(u))2dΩ.∫

(bibj)gdΩ =
∫
bi fdΩ =⇒ MG = F .

# Consistency depends on choice of compatible basis

# Accuracy additionally depends on projection scheme

# Algorithmic scalability depends on parallel distribution

Colocated Disjoint
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Spatial Coupling Algorithms

MOAB is an array-based unstructured mesh database that supports efficient

mesh queries and manipulation [8]

Advancing front vs KD-tree search algorithms for intersection

# MOAB: Intersections are computed with adjacency data that are reused to

advance the front with optimal complexity

# TempestRemap: A linear search with KD-tree is used in intersection

computation
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Some performance results



MOAB and TempestRemap algorithmic comparison

Highlights

# Serial performance of MOAB advancing-front intersection algorithm

performs better than TempestRemap

# However, only point-wise interpolation with normalization and FEM L2

(linear/quadratic) projection is available in MOAB currently [8].
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MOAB interpolation

Strong Scaling studies on Mira (ALCF)

# Solution projection on varying mesh resolutions were performed (Tet – Hex

– Tet projection: points/rank = [2K, 32K]).

# Strong scaling efficiency reaches about 50% at 512K cores (66% of Mira).

# Bottleneck: KD-tree data structure scales as O(nlog(n)). Investigate

BVH-tree for removing linear dependency: complexity O(log(n)).
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MOAB interpolation

Processors Communication Time Intersection Time

4096 7.01 13.5

8192 6.52 6.77

16384 6.33 3.36

32768 6.32 3.39

65536 6.54 1.74

Table: CSLAM Intersection and Advection on 65M MPAS mesh (Mira) 13



Summary

I With the MOAB-TempestRemap interface, achieve best of both worlds;

scalable performance, without sacrificing coupling accuracy
I Ensure consistency and convergence in spatial coupling; analyze impact of

solution transfer error propagation in coupled models.

Future Research Avenues

# Very high resolution climate/weather modeling with unstructured or

semi-structured grids can require second-order accurate conservative

interpolation

# Possibly adaptive grids will require redefining grid decomposition;

recomputing mapping weights dynamically while addressing load-balancing

concerns

# Understand the data layout and migration patterns in the coupler to take

advantage of task parallelism via a Coupling DAG
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ESM Coupling Workshop

The Fourth Workshop on Coupling Technologies for Earth System Models will

be held on the 20th-22nd of March, 2017 at the Princeton Center for

Theoretical Science on the campus of Princeton University, USA.

Abstracts due: Tuesday 15th of November

Relevant workshop topics include, but not limited to:

1. Development and use of coupling technologies for Earth System Models

2. Performance considerations of couplers

3. New developments in existing coupling infrastructure

4. Couplers, metadata and workflows

5. Coupling frameworks in the broader geosciences

6. Science of coupling (interpolation methods, convergence, stability)

For more information, visit: https://earthsystemcog.org/projects/cw2017/
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